
This recipe is dedicated to my Grandfather who served in the war. Lest we forget.  CNS-ANZAC-295-CHOC 

ANZAC Biscuits with Chocolate Drizzle recipe 
 
To make ANZAC biscuits you’ll need to add: 80g Butter, 2 TBS Cream, Vanilla Essence.  
To make the chocolate drizzle you’ll need to add 1 tsp coconut oil. 
  

Get this   with these    and do this to them  
Oven set to bake 160 degrees C to pre-heat  
 

80gm butter Medium Sized Pot Place the butter into the pot and melt it over a medium heat 
    Wait for the butter to turn ever so slightly brown and bubble up 
    Hint: this may take 2-3 minutes, avoid burnt butter as that = start again.  
 

Pottle of sweetener + Spatula  Tip in the sweetener and give it a stir 
2 TBS Cream  Tablespoon measure Pour 2 x TBS measures of cream into the pot  
2 TBS Water     Using the same TBS measure pour 2 x TBS water into the pot 
  Silicon Spatula / Spoon Stir to combine the ingredients  

   Bring to an active boil and set a timer for 1 min  
   After 1 minute remove the pot from heat, turning off the element 
   Hint: taking off the heat is really important to stop it from burning 
  

Small bag of Baking soda   Lightly sprinkle the contents of the small bag into the pot. 
1/2 tsp Vanilla essence    

1/2 teaspoon measure Pour vanilla essence in a 1/2 teaspoon measure and tip in the pot 
  Silicon Spatula / Spoon Stir to combine – it will go foamy 
  

Large Dry ingredient bag   
 The pot of syrup Empty the dry ingredients into the pot of syrup 
 Spatula or Spoon  Mix the ingredients together to combine, it will look like porridge  
  
  Spoon   Scoop Tablespoon-sized portions of the biscuit dough and  

Baking Paper & Tray  place onto a lined baking tray  

 For chewy biscuits don’t flatten the dough  
 For crispy biscuits flatten the dough thinner  

Hint: I grease the flat base of a glass and press that down.  

   
  Oven 160 degrees C  Bake in the middle of the oven (pre-heated to 160 C) for 12 mins  

Hint: Ovens are different so check after 10 minutes and  
keep an eye on them, as they brown up fast. 

 Remove from the oven and leave to cool down on the tray. 
To make the chocolate drizzle…  
  Microwaveable bowl 
Coconut oil  1 teaspoon   Place the coconut oil in a microwaveable bowl 
  Hint: if you heat a teaspoon under running hot water it’s easier to scoop out the coconut oil 

Chocolate buttons   Add in the chocolate buttons 
  Microwave  Adjust the power setting on your microwave to low  
  Spatula   Heat for 20 seconds on low, stir, 10 seconds, stir, 10 seconds 
     Keep stirring until the buttons dissolve to form chocolate. 

Metal spoon Pour the melted chocolate on top of a cooled down ANZAC biscuit. 
    Hint: Heat up a metal spoon under running hot water, then dry it before using it to dribble 
   the chocolate over the ANZAC biscuits.  

     Leave to set.   
 
Storage: In an airtight container 10 days in the fridge, and up to 3 months in the freezer. 
Defrost in the fridge before enjoying. 
  

Make it again: Reorder the ANZAC biscuit recipe pack here. 
We invite you to go next level delicious and try the ANZAC Buttercream option.  

https://ketostore.nz/products/anzac-biscuits

